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Relationships between firms and their environment in the field of communication are various and manifold. There is one form of communication that is increasingly attracting particular attention. It is based on the electronic interchange of business documents between the computer systems of separate firms (electronic data interchange systems). The success of electronic data interchange systems mainly depends on the acceptance and the diffusion of standardized formats. Complicated bilateral agreements should be substituted by standards to allow for open system interconnection. But electronic data interchange systems do not only imply the introduction of new technology and substitution of paper by electronic means. This form of communication has various impacts on efficiency, organizational structure and corporate policy, which have to be thoroughly considered by a corporate management.

Interorganizational communication

Interorganizational communication relates to the exchange of information between independent corporations or other organizations. This type of communication mainly deals with transactions for goods and services. In addition, interorganizational communication also covers the exchange of data in the field of research, development and manufacturing or the transfer of information to public authorities (e.g. customs).

More than 40 per cent of interorganizational communication is handled by the written media, in particular by documents that accompany business transactions. Such documents are mainly prepared, generated and processed by internal management information systems and by transaction-oriented systems. However, once they are electronically produced, they are printed and sent by mail to the addressee. On the receiver's side the document, once more, becomes an input into the computer system.

The main weaknesses of this kind of interorganizational communicating are: long transmission and lead times; high costs of administration; and increasing probability of errors. Overcoming such weaknesses is the main driving force for electronic data interchange systems. Direct communication between computer systems of the two organizations helps to exploit a considerable potential for increasing efficiency and improving competitiveness.

The concept of electronic data interchange systems

A crucial component of electronic data interchange systems is the exchange of commercial and technical data on the basis of standardized formats between computers of different organizations using electronic transmission and allowing for continuous, even online, processing.
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As interorganizational electronic communication interconnects, in many cases, hardware and software of different suppliers, the realization of such a concept is not at all trivial. The incompatibility of systems can only be overcome by mutual agreements on protocols and formats. Such agreements would be inefficient when many communication partners are involved, therefore the substitution of individual bilateral agreements by widely accepted standards is an efficient solution to the outlined problems.

However, reality does not support that picture. Today, a variety of standards has been developed, partly industry-oriented, partly restricted to national areas. Several standards have already reached some diffusion. They compete with an overall standard such as EDIFACT, which could serve as an inter-industry and international standard for electronic data interchange systems. The EDIFACT-standard has been initiated by the United Nations and was developed by the Economic Commission for Europe involving many national and supranational standardization institutions and other economic associations, as Figure 1 illustrates.

**Open communication on the basis of EDIFACT-standards**

The question today is not whether electronic data interchange systems can spread in the economic world — practical experience as well as research show a definite trend towards this new form of communication. The real problem is whether the existing specialized standards can be substituted by a comprehensive world standard. This kind of development is a precondition for worldwide, open interorganizational communication on a modern technical basis.

As the EDIFACT-standard was developed later than the specific standards, diffusion of EDIFACT is difficult. Once a network of communication partners has decided to adopt a special industry or national standard, changes become onerous. Switching costs as well as organizational adaptations inhibit a swift acceptance of a new, and presumably better, overall world standard. This can even be the case if a...
Figure 2. The benefits of electronic data interchange systems with respect to different standards

Comprehensive switching to EDIFACT produces considerable additional benefits for a company.

Figure 2 shows the different prospects in terms of benefits that can be gained by specialized standards and by EDIFACT. The difference between EDIFACT and the specialized standards is due to the wider reach of EDIFACT, as it is possible to also reach partners in other industries and other countries, which increases the benefits of electronic data interchange systems.

The individual switching decision depends on the expectations about the probability of realizing additional benefits. These expectations coincide with the diffusion prospects. As the decision-maker cannot be sure that all the other partners will also shift to the new standard, it is a risk for him to invest in a new standard which might not allow him to reach all his partners. He will wait, therefore, for others to switch to the new standard before he makes the decision, even if his potential benefits are high.

This poses a dilemma: although a new standard would lead to higher benefits for all involved, switching from the old to the new standard does not take place ('excess inertia'). However, there are some possibilities for solving this problem: intensifying information and communication about this problem can lead to more switching decisions and to more trust with respect to the acceptance of the new standard. Conversion services can facilitate the move from one standard to another; professional and industrial associations can further the switching to the new standard. Public authorities as well as large companies can act as pioneers, thereby signalling to other organizations that the standard deserves trust and will spread. A recent decision of the Siemens corporation represents an example for the last point: Siemens has decided to use EDIFACT in external communication in logistics. A similar decision of the Bertelsmann corporation has been reported.

It must be mentioned that even under EDIFACT, a mutual agreement on message types used is necessary in order to start an effective electronic data interchange systems communication.

Strategic and organizational consequences of electronic data interchange systems

New dimensions of the accomplishment of tasks and transactions are the focus of the following considerations. 5

Open electronic communication

As outlined above, electronic data interchange systems offer a con-
Continuous processing of transactions and documents between organizations. Therefore the efficiency of internal and external communication patterns and of organizational processes will be increased. However, one has to keep in mind questions of data security and data protection. Such questions become important the more open electronic data interchange systems are designed.

**Disappearance of traditional functions**

Many manual functions and tasks that had to be fulfilled for traditional forms of interorganizational communication and intra-organizational processing are being substituted by electronic means (e.g. mail and postal services, checking of invoices, input of data).

**New requirements**

Electronic data interchange systems demand new forms of documentation, auditing and archives in order to cope with the new technical situation. As most transactions are directly related to accounting data and legal requirements, this aspect has to be dealt with thoroughly.

**New patterns of vertical integration**

The availability of rapid and powerful interorganizational electronic communication supports trends towards more vertical disintegration. Customers and suppliers, as well as other services, can fulfil functions that have so far been taken care of by the organization. Thus, the organization can focus its resources on strategically important core activities. This also leads to more network-type interorganizational patterns.

**Emergence of new ideas, strategies and business opportunities**

Electronic commercial transactions induce a generation of new entrepreneurial ideas. New patterns of vertical integration have already been mentioned. The interorganizational electronic communication infrastructure also facilitates strategic partnerships and alliances. Thus a selective exploitation of synergies for increased competitive advantages can be achieved without undergoing all the risks and inflexibilities that occur with full-scale mergers.

**Organizational consequences**

Electronic data interchange systems also help to create new services, such as value-added networks and new service concepts in logistics. As a consequence such new business opportunities, in conjunction with the earlier mentioned internal adaptations, change the way business processes are organized and managed:

- **More process orientation in organizational design and management.** Electronic data interchange systems integrate information flow and transactions between and within organizations. Thus, the traditional hierarchical orientation in the design of organizational structures has to step aside in favour of process orientation. The subsidiary function of hierarchy becomes clearer and an integrated and continuous business process becomes of paramount importance. This demands that staff and management gain new qualifications.

- **New chances for modern concepts in logistics.** A combination of
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of interorganizational transaction</th>
<th>Open (standardized goods)</th>
<th>Closed (specific goods)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reached</td>
<td>Electronic market</td>
<td>Electronic hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not yet reached</td>
<td>Conventional and electronically supported coordination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Coordination modes resulting from electronic data interchange systems (adapted from Hubmann, H.-E. (1989). *Elektronisierung von Beschaffungsmärkten und Beschaffungshierarchien*, VVF, München, p. 89)

Electronic data interchange systems with just-in-time concepts offer new opportunities in logistics.

- **Intensified integration with customers and suppliers.** Integrated inter-organizational communication, on the basis of electronic data interchange systems, changing patterns of vertical integration and new forms of interorganizational networking, calls for the adaptation of contractual arrangements as well as for new ways of social relations. Electronic data interchange systems not only demand a relational contract mode that covers the main principles of interorganizational commercial communication between the systems involved (data security, liability, crisis management, data protection, etc.) — the emerging new forms of interorganizational cooperation also demand more trusting relationships, less antagonism and the maintenance of a good atmosphere, so that real 'win-win'-partnerships can evolve.

- **Electronic hierarchies and/or markets.** Figure 3 shows the contingencies under which electronic data interchange systems create electronic markets or electronic hierarchies. Interorganizational relations develop towards an electronic hierarchy if specific goods are exchanged and a critical mass of electronic data interchange systems has been reached. In the case of specific goods, the relationship becomes to a certain extent exclusive and calls for a quasi-integration. On the other hand, electronic markets evolve if standardized goods are exchanged and if the critical mass of electronic data interchange systems has been reached. Thus, it depends on the character of the transactions involved whether electronic data interchange systems will further markets and their transparency or interorganizational integration and possible dependency.

Electronic markets and electronic hierarchies both offer chances and risks. These have to be identified and taken into account. Electronic markets offer a quick and direct access to various information. They restrict opportunities for an exclusive and quasi-monopolistic supply due to the increased transparency and standardization of the market. Electronic hierarchies, on the other hand, demand clear judgement about the roles that the partners want to take (subordinate, superordinate or peer).

- **Intensified competition.** Electronic data interchange systems change the driving forces of competition — especially the role of time and speed increases. In the case of electronic hierarchies, the German situation teaches that under certain conditions between the supplier and manufacturer even the emergence of factual concerns (*Faktischer Konzern*) can be observed, which also influences the situation of
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**Figure 4.** Decision time and level of information. $B_0$: the traditional development of information level for a decision; $B_1$: the necessary development of information level under new conditions.

Time as a factor in competition demands more flexibility and quicker reaction from all parties involved, especially management decision processes, which have to be adapted to the new environmental conditions (Figure 4). For example, if a company is used to making a certain decision (e.g. whether to engage in an offer or not) at an information level of 70 per cent, this can be reached by traditional information gathering and decision procedures ($B_0$) at $t_0$. This decision time was sufficient in the past. However, the speeding-up of interorganizational communication by electronic data interchange systems calls for a quicker reaction at $t_1$. If internal procedures were not changed, the company at $t_0$ would have reached an information level of only 30 per cent. This would mean that higher risks in decision-making would have to be taken. Therefore, under the new conditions, internal procedures must be developed so that at $t_1$ an information level of 70 per cent can be reached. This is symbolized by the slope $B_1$. Possible measures are: better access to internal and external databases; increasing the qualifications of personnel; integration of work organization; reduction of division of labour; and delegation of responsibilities.

**Summary**

Electronic data interchange systems are not only technical devices used on the operational level of business transactions, but they imply considerable organizational as well as strategic challenges and chances that have to be taken into account by management in order to exploit the potential benefits of this infrastructural innovation. Cases, observations and practical experience in Europe as well as in North America prove that it is necessary to see the introduction of electronic data interchange systems as a management task that involves decision making and adaptations of the kind outlined above.